
How the Township of Edison keeps 
roads clear in winter weather 

 60%
REDUCTION IN 
INSURANCE CLAIMS 
& PAYOUTS

$100K+
SAVED IN REPAIRS 
EACH YEAR

35%
REDUCTION IN SALT 
& BRINE USAGE

PROBLEM
The Township of Edison serves over 110,000 citizens in a 32 square mile area. During 

every snow storm, the Township of Edison receives at least 30-50 citizen complaints 

of property damage and hundreds more calls pertaining to unplowed and under-

plowed streets. Without data to verify their quality of service, the Township had no 

choice but to re-plow streets and pay out claims.

HOW THEY SOLVED IT
The Township of Edison installed Samsara Vehicle Gateways in nearly 400 

vehicles, including 50 snow plows, to get better visibility into their fleet operations. 

Administrators use granular GPS trip history and power take-off detection to monitor 

route completion and plow usage. Routes are changed as needed to minimize 

overlaps and ensure all roads are handled efficiently. Real-time engine diagnostics and 

configurable alerts notify fleet managers of vehicle faults that require attention. 

RESULTS
By taking a data-driven approach to route optimization, the Township of Edison was 

able to improve route efficiency while upholding service quality.  Because routes 

can be completed in fewer miles and less time, the Township has been able to reduce 

salt and brine usage by 35%, reduce man hours by 20%, minimize wear and tear on 

vehicles, and extend the life of plow blades. The Township has used GPS trip history 

to track service delivery and exonerate operators from claims of property damage, 

helping the Township reduce insurance claims and payouts by 60%.

“Having a connected fleet allows us to monitor 
our operations in real time. We can verify or 
disprove those complaints.” 

JIM DEVICO,  IT Manager at the Township of Edison, New Jersey
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